
i"),!NiMAC[l!TICM, LABonATOnIES, liP 

November 24, 2008 

Compliance Officer 
Food and Drug Administration
 
Detroit District
 
300 River Place, Suite 5900 
Detroit, MI 48207 

Dear Ms. Putz: 

This is in response to the Warning Letter (200B-DT-05) that we received from the 
Director of the Detroit District on October 31, 2008. 

We recognize the seriousness of the violations and we would like to confirm that we 
have taken appropriate actions to correct the deficiencies in order to ensure 
compliance with the regulations. 

The specific actions to correct the violations described in the warning letter are 
described in detail in the enclosed document. The document consists of a 
comprehensive and detailed analysis and explanation of completed and in progress 
corrective actions to ensure compliance. The corrective actions that have been 

---~lundel'takeJ"l-reflect-oul'-commitmenUCLcompJiancELwitb_tba£DME_[equirementSJl""nwd"---- ~ 

our pledge that the quality of our products will not be compromised. We believe that 
these corrective actions will alleviate the agency's concerns regarding the company's 
compliance history, the serious nature of the observed violations, and the risk to 
consumers. 

We responded to each of the items cited in the warning letter. In addition to the 
corrective actions, we have made companywide changes that include the following: 

•	 We hired an experienced individual from the pharmaceutical industry as the 
new Director of our Quality Control Unit to oversee management of the quality 
system. 

•	 We are also in the process of hiring another experienced individual as the new 
Quality Assurance Manager. 

•	 We expanded the scope of the in-house Regulatory Compliance group to audit 
all corrective actions based on previous inspections and external and internal 
audits. 

•	 Implementation of.m••nn f'il.~ link . 
by end of first quarter 2009 whic tracks all quality control systems and will be 
integrated within ou 
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•	 Our Quality Review Board has implemented increased oversight of the Quality 
Unit throUgh biweekly meetings to monitor and review compliance related 
issues, investigations, and other pertinent information. 

•	 The corporate qUalitY group ofl~j will also help to mOliitor the 
effectiveness of the quality systems. (I V l ~ 

•	 We are in the process of engaging the regulatory consulting group Of~lJ). I) 
-. as our outside consultant to conduct a comprehensive review of the quality 
systems implemented and provide any further remediation needed in our quality 
management system. 

•	 In the last three years we made a considerable investment in human capital. 
We hired'people in quality and ~ manufacturing. 

•	 We acquired new equipment and systems to improve compliance and quality. 

•	 Extensive and repetitive training of manufacturing and quality personnel 

We would like to address the agency's concerns about our plans for expansion while 
we are also focusing on improving our compliance. The scope of the expansion at 
present is not to introduce new molecules (products) into the facility. Our expansion 
project actually allows the consolidation and modernization of our manufacturing 
activities as well as allowing executive management to be located in the manufacturing 

--facllity.Tneprimary function or-expansion IS to Hnpfove me operation-...... 

In order to alleviate FDA's concern we will delay moving any production related 
activities until after we have successfully implemented our'" system. Our plan (GILD
would remain to move our dispensing and storage of raw materials from a separate 
facility to provide seamless moving of material and product in the same building. This 
would enhance CGMP compliance by having the proper space allocation for these 
operations. We would also move executive management, accounting, and 
administrative functions in the building to coexist with the entire manufacturing 
operation. When we move the remaining production areas to the new area, we believe 
that our CGMP compliance would be further enhanced for the following reasons: 

•	 More automation to reduce human interventions 

•	 Man and Material movement for unidirectional flow 

•	 Avoid unnecessary movement 

•	 New equipment for better performance, easier cleaning, and 
maintenance 

•	 New HVAC systems for controlling environment and air flow 
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• Improved-space-pianningio-tl1rtheravoid-potentiaicrosscontamination

• New finish for better cleaning 

Our goal is to become a model of compliance. We would like the opportunity to 
discuss our action plan to convey our sense of urgency and address any remaining 
concerns from the agency. We would like to meet with you and your colleagues. I will 
contact you next week to set up a meeting. 

SincerelYj 

tJ~----
Daniel Movens 
Chief Executive Officer 
Caraco Pharmaceutical Laboratories, Ltd 
Enclosure 

------~ .~-~--~-~-----------~---------------------------~-_._~._--



Response to FDA Warning Letter issued October 31,2008 to 
Caraco Pharmaceutical Laboratories, Ltd. 

Inspection Date: May 1, 2008 to June 11, 2008 
"'orm FDA 483 Issued June 11, 2008 

Caraco has carefully reviewed the Warning Letter issued to Caraco Pharmaceutical Laboratories, 
btd,We·haveaddressedthe~sj:)eGifiG-{;)l:Jsel"VatiGr1s~and~GGmmeRtsbelow: 

WARNING LETTER ITEM 1 

Failure of the Quality Control Unit (9CU) a) to revielN and approve all drug product 
production and control records to determine compliance with all established, approved 
written procedures before a batch is released or distributed and b) to thoroughly 
investigate a batch or any of its components not meeting any of its specifications and 
extend investigations to other batches of the same drug product and other drug products 
that may have been associated with the specific failure [21 CFR § 211,192]. 

a) YourQCU failed to fully investigate the contamination of Tramadol HCI, 50 mg tablets, lot
 
"and Metoprolol Tartrate USP, 50 mg tablets, lot•. On February 19, 2008,
 

~l~ Tramadol HCI, lot~was found contaminated with Metoprolol Tartrate. On February 
25, 2008, Metoprolol Tartrate USP, lot "was found contaminated with Metformin HC/. 
More than two months after the contamination issues were discovered, the Directory of 
Quality provided only a draft investigation for the Tramadol HCI tablets and no information 
for the Metoprolol Tartrate tablets investigation. Rather than extending the investigation of 
two, closely-related, confirmed incidents of contamination of lots that were not released, to 
lther potentially impacted drug products, the QCU placed these investigations into a low 

priority status, without isolating the source of the contamination, and continued releasing 
drug products from the same time period in which the two cross-contaminated lots were 
processed. ~_~._~.~...._.	 ~~.~ .~ ... 

Your July 10, 2008 response regarding the failure to thoroughly investigate discrepancies 
and out-of-specification (005) results, states in part that products under investigation 

Q;~t.\)were ''vb ••rl....IIHn.l.IJIIJ'IHIIIII....JIII••.....". We note 
:	 significant inadequacies in your response, including inconsistencies with other
 

explanations you provided previously during the inspection. First, none of the other drug
 
products that may have been associated with the same failure during the cross

contamination incidents (i.e., Jan 2008) were placed on QA Hold or rejected (e.g.
 
Carbamazepine, Citalopram HBr, Baclofen, Minocycline HCI).
 

CARAGO RESPONSE A 

Thetwo lots associated with the cross contamination incidents (Le., Tramadol HGI, 50mg Tablets, 
'!)lq\ lot_and Metoprolol Tartrate USP, 50mg Tablets, lot~ were placed into rejection at the 
.J 'J time of the discovery of the cross contamination. These lots have been destroyed. (Attachement 

1) Due to the nature of the contamination, with the material being substituted, it left the 
investigators with the impression that it was an isolated incident and no other products were 
affected. Inventory adjustments made by the Dispensing Manager that were the approximate 

Page 1	 11/24/2008 
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amount of the calculated contamination further supported the investigator's position of being an 
solated incident. The investigation reports were previously submitted. 

Caraco has a procedure, SOP . •...•.. . . . . . •.• . . 

l\'))L'\)(~ttachl11~l1t_?),,,,,l2i~b_bll~[)ee_n revised to include a checkli§t of requir.eI1JE:mt§ whi~bJ1Jl.lsl!J.(L___ 
. signed prior to batch release. One of these requirements is to ensure satisfactory closing of any 

\.,lnaddition,CaracoSOP_0(Attachment3),
(l7}t 4and the associated Form ~llW {ve6eenrevisedfo include a formal 

assessment of the product quality impact on other lots. This assessment will be completed as 
soon as an incident has occurred and been reported to the Quality Engineering Unit (QEU). This 
assessment will be approved by the QA Manager and will be included in the investigation file. 

(q) SO~containsdetailed procedures for how to perform investigations, how to extend 
investigations to potentially impacted products, what needs to be taken if some products and 
marketed released products are potentially impacted. It also specifies the extension of 
investigation to various activities including equipment, personnel, methods and materials, as 
necessary. The SOP also requires an evaluation to determine if any repetitions relative to incident 
type, product and/or personnel are inVolved. 

(b,\( c~As part of our revised SOP.an interim inve~tigation report will b~ prepared to summarize the 
. J' on-going activities and an approved product quality Impact analySIS Will be attached to the 

Jxtension request before an extension is granted. All the granted extension requests will be 
reviewed by the Quality Review Board (QRB). Need to verify the SOP 

SOP.includes the need for root cause and if not possible then the most probable cause must 
be-cletailed-and-the-applicable-G-APA-identified. 

In addition Caraco's Quality Review Board (QRB) which includes the CEO, heads of Quality, 
Regulatory Affairs, Manufacturing, Human Resources, Purchasing, and Sales Operations has 
implemented an increased oversight of the Quality Unit. 

....reports are provided by Caraco's Quality Control Unit to the QRB, which indicates the 
statlJs of core quality systems. This requirement has been included in the updated Caraco SOP 

...... ' .... , .'. . (Attachment 4). Included in this information is the current 
i. \ \ investigation status pertaining to the current total number of incidents, status of outstanding; 
\b)(LI) number, type and products with incidents and complaints generated; and the number of 

investigations that are open beyond. days. In addition, a status report of active process 
improvement projects designed to reduce the number of incidents is also provided to the QRB. 
Caraco started conducting Quality Review Board meetings in June 2008 on a~basis and 
intends to continue these meetings in the future as well. 

.As indicated in the'-'Ietters issued to the FDA, Caraco has recently implemented changes 
within the Quality Assurance Department that places additional Quality Auditors within each of the 
llanufacturing and packaging areas throughout the daily operations. This change provides QCU 
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representation on the production floor for immediate identification and reporting of any potential
 
'ssues,
 

Since the inspection we have expanded the scope of the investigation in an effort to determine the 
,sourcecmlLexteDlilLthe_PQtenti.aJ.. conta.mJnatioD, W~b<L\l6les1ed.Qtsand ..JeviewedJbfL _ 
applicable records for the products manufactured during the same period, The_lots dispensed 
during the period in question that could have been potentially impacted were identified and placed 
on QA Hold, For lots that had already been released to the market at that time, any remaining 
inventory was placed on QA Hold until the investigation and testing confirmed that there was no 
cross contamination on finished product With no impact on the quality of these lots The test Was 
performed by employing methods capable of detecting low level specific contaminants, We also 
tested representative samples of lots produced one month prior to the period in question and one 
month after the incident (Attachment 5), 

Caraco is also in the process of developing and implementing an automated quality system 
Quality Management System- (QMS) within Caraco's Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system 
to further ensure that: 

• outstanding incidents are addressed in a timely manner 
• product is not released with an 0PEln investigation or any other issues 
• trending of complaints and incidents will be tracked 

This program will include core quality systems, such as incidents, corrective actions_, (6') (L(~ 
market complaints, change control, and QA Hold and Release (integrated with our ERP system), 

The system is in the final stage of development, and will undergo primary user review in 
December. It is expected to be implemented and validated at Caraco by the end of February 
2009, 

Second, your response to observation 1A (fr()m thE;! FQA-483) states in part that the two 
cross-contamination investi ations' ",' - .," ,-'	 .." -'I'.f1 

;)LLl) ~Z=\~:~ ~ith a di:~tfncide~t report for the T;amadol HClinvestig~ti~~~::~~~ti~:~ors 
not been reviewed by your Director of Quality (until approximately four months after the 
cross-contamination incident), and your firm had not started an incident report for the 
Metoprolol Tartrate investigation. Approved extensions to the investigations were not 
granted by your QCU. 

CARACO RESPONSE B 
We agree that an extension was not provided in a timely manner. However as discussed above 

)	 we have enhanced our "......'••11111.& I£JI_: lilli_land the process 
to assure compliance, The Quality Engineering Unit is responsible and accountable to assure 
compliance, Going forward this is an agenda item during the biweekly review by the Quality 
Review Board, Specific comments and action steps will be appended to any incident deemed 
critical at the review meeting, At this time, there are no incidents or corrective actions that fall 
outside of the SOP requirements for approved extensions, 
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Caraco Pharmaceutical Laboratories, Ltd. .__.__..__._~.. .. __
:ce:-~~~~ ~ 

When the incidents were initiated by the lab for the two cross-contaminated lots, the
 
nanufacturing investigations were started concurrently with the lab investigations. The Tramadol
 
Incident was generated on 2/18/08 and the Metoprolol Incident was initiated on 2/25/08 each
 
within 24 hours of the laboratory report.
 

The preliminary investigations were assigned to the heads of the Dispensing and Manufacturing 
Departments in orderto determine the source of cross contamination within each department. 
During this same timeframe, laboratory investigations were being conducted by identifying the 
exact contaminants in each product. The contaminant in the Metoprolol Tartrate _Iottook longer to 
iaentifY~Ihi;:e a pr6dl.l~t sample had to be sent to an outside testing facility for-" (b5ll.-t""
~evaluatlon. . ') 

For events that are first observed in the laboratory, such as the extraneous peaks observed for 

~~:~ki~~ i~~~~~~d~~~:~Ft~nc~~~~v~~i~_~.~~r;.:~f;;~.r=ri.~~I.=,~]t:'If 
the event is not immediately determined to be an analytical ~rror, then p.Jprmal laboratory (6)L<{)investigation is initiated in accordance with Caraco SOP....;I~IIIIl!J_i_,If the Laboratory Investigation Report (L1R) confirms the out-of
specification results, then typically an Incident Tracking Sheet is initiated at that time. Due to the 
significant concentration of impurity found in the initial laboratory testing, an Investigation Report 
(lR) was initiated immediately by the QC laboratory. The sequence of events for each lot is as 
follows: 

Tramadol, lot .. Metoprolol, 10t~!lI 
-02-18-08 02-25-08

Date MaC Initiated 
(MaC") (MO

02-19-08 02-25-08
Date L1R Initiated (L1R __ (L1R
 

Date L1R Approved
 05-02-08 05-02-08
 

Date Investigation (IR)
 02-19-08 02-25-08 
Initiated (IR,.-a (IR_)
Date Investigation 05-28-08 05-28-08 ih)(4)Completed
 

Date Investigation Approved
 06-15-08 06-15-08 

(/")l4) 
At each stage of the investigation, additional evidence was being gathered to support a root cause 
determination; however the draft had not yet begun on the actual investigation report, which is 
what the FDA Inspector requested at the time of the inspection. As discussed above, The SOP is 
revised to require an interim report of on-going activities prior to any extensions being granted. 

We recognize the need to enhance our investigation procedure to facilitate prompt follow up and 
sompletion of investigations as specified within the investigation SOP. As such we have 
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restructured the QCU to have a dedicate group of personnel whose major responsibility is to lead 
3nd conduct investigations, monitor, rogress and implementation. The head of this group is a,ys~\ 
responsible for preparing the report on a 'basis for management review. The manager of ~ 

this group will attend the QRB meeting to clarify any significant issues. A note will be appended to 
..._-_theJnvestigation..fiJe.tQdQG.um.entactiQDJ>_JaKen.OrHLQfJh.e.. signifiC.aDtpQintslhatw.itIQe_di;LCYssed 

at the meeting would be adherence to the SOP. The Quality Review Board will take action as 
deemed necessary if the procedure has not been consistently followed to correct our 
investigations. 

In addition, your response regarding the failure toexteiid tlieinvestigatioii to other drug 
products....i.S troubleso.me. Wh.e..n.. d... iScussi.n... g•...t..he.is.. sue of extending the investi.Qation to ( ~ 
other drugproducts, your resp()nse stat~s.in Earl' .' .. 'J:, )Ly.) 

. .. ." . " Your release test methods . 
are not validated for the detection of every potential contaminant and have not been 
demonstrated to be suitable under actual conditions of use (e.g. detection of any low level 
contaminant); therefore, we do not agree witli your statement and advise you to fully 
investigate discrepancies and OOS results with reliable test methods that are validated for 
their intended purpose. 

CARACO RESPONSE C 

Our analytical procedures are designed for the testing of the applicable product quality 
parameters. The methods are qualified and validated with this intent. It was never our intention to 
Jse release test methods to identify cross-contaminated product and we agree that our release 
testing methods are not validated for the detection of other active ingredients at low levels or for 
that matter at any level. However, we would like to note that when extraneous peaks are detected 
in our analysis we would take appropriate action as indicated in this instance. We also agree that 

~----"thcce=CrC=e--'ls no single validated metllo<nnat can oetecnne contamination from allomer arug proaucts~~ 
produced in our facility. However, for this investigation we used a combination of 5 different 
methods to confirm the absence of API contaminants in products that were manufactured during 
the timeframe of January 25 to January 29, 2008 (Attachment 6 pages 14, 15, and 16). 

Subsequent to the receipt of the warning letter, the suitability of the methods for the intended 
purpose of detecting the contamination of .drug substances was verified by injecting low-level 
drug components (limit of detection study). The combination of',different HPLC methods was I.) ~ 
deemed to be suo itable f~...in.vestigation to separate and detect the "drug ....components a.t lowlk, l L[ Jtho is
levels, up to .pm (~ (Attachment 7). The specificity of the methpds in , different 
conditions was' already established during the June 19th 

, 2008 investigation with a "'pm 
standard injection. 

The cross contamination investigation was expanded to" suspected batches (including the. 
known contaminated lots) of.,different types of products utilizing' different. methods (please ( )1"
refer to pages 1 and 2 of Attachment 6). At the end of the completed study, only the two products h ll..\ 
were found to be cross contaminated; which were Metoprolol Tartrate lot # _.. " \ (L1.j•.~J . 
Metformin as contaminant in Metoprolol tablets) and Tramadol HCI lot #~L1~ 
l\i1etoprolol contaminant in Tramadol tablets), while all other lots tested did not show any cross 
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contamination peaks. Also, no extraneous HPLC peaks were detected during QC release testing, 
Nhich includes Assay and Related Substances, performed using the validated test procedures of 
the other lots that were dispensed /manufactured between 01-25-08 to 01-29-08. This 
demonstrates the integrity and quality of the products manufactured/dispensed during the 
investigated_timapBslQd_JlYJ2HtDot.compfomised,_________ .. _ _ 

Investigation was extended to other products to evaluate the possibility of any cross contamination 
that may have occurred due to any reason. Chromatographic conditions were selected which 
detect the compound of interest and sensitivity and selectivity were established. In case a criteria 
was not suitable for this condition then an alternate method was Used that met the reqUirement fOr 
selectivity and sensitivity. Analysis was performed using the above approach and a total of ten 
experiments were run to select a proper method as per above criteria and to detect contamination 
of API dispensed during the suspected period. The result of the analysis with these methods was 
reviewed and no cross contamination was observed. 

We have also expanded the scope of our investigation to analyze retained samples manufactured 
one month prior to and one month after the incident. There were no extraneous peak detected, 
Attachment 8 Experiment #2). 
In addition to the testing, Caraco's Quality Control Department has already reviewed the assay 
chromatography and the impurity chromatograms for all lots dispensed three months prior to and 
three months following the cross contamination incidents in January, 2008. This review was to 
verify that none of the lots had out-of-trend impurity values or additional unknown peaks.. No 
extraneous peaks or out-of-trend impurity values were found Attachment 8 Experiment #1. 

·fb)l~() 
. . • ". . The scope of the products potentially impacted did not become 

-- Known'untiraj:lpfoximatel~moiffhs'aftertffir-n"lclclenTBegan an<nnree'mofitns afte=r~---
confirming the OOS results. Failure to conduct investigations in a timely manner and to 
extend the investigations to other drug products that may have been impacted by the same 
failures while investigations of confirmed cross-contamination (without a probable root 
cause identified) were ongoing demonstrate the failure of your QCU to provide adequate 
oversight and ensure procedures are followed. Please note that as significant time 
elapses, investigations become more challenl;ling. We note that your firm documented 
such a Fopc rn in anoth~ril1:Ri ~.Qt rElPort:', .-. 

CARACO RESPONSE D 

We agree that the timeliness of investigations required improvement and we have taken specific 
action to invest in human and system resources to prevent reoccurrences. We want to emphasize 
that we realize that it is not in our organization's or the consumer's best interest to delay timely 
completion of these incidents. Over the past several years, Caraco has made many process 
improvements to the incident process in order to improve our quality system compliance. 

.- -"" ,,-_.,--------- - ---- --------------- -------,' -------~" --- ---""" """ --,"'-' -"'" 
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:urrently our Quality Engineering Unit is tracking all incidents and an electronic message is sent 
to the Quality Unit team for any incidents that are approachingthe.day window as per our( ). \ 
current SOP. The CEO and Regulatory Compliance also receive a copy of the message. b LL'J 
Following a Caraco Quality Review Board meeting in April 2008, Senior Management decided to 
make several changes to the organization of the Manufacturing and Quality Departments. 
Effective May 1,2008 (the first day of the FDA inspection), the Technical Services Department, 
responsible for incident investigations at the time, moved from Manufacturing to the Quality 
Department, becOtTHng the Quality Engineering Department 

As stated in the June 19, 2008 letter to the FDA and the July 10, 2008 response to the FDA-483, 
the number of personnel within this department increased from.·. ..·including a new Quality (t ](lie\ 
Engineering Manager. This department is now fully staffed wit .. new senior level investigators· :JJ 

(i.e. Sr. Quality Engineers), adding needed experience to the investigative group. The Quality 
Engineering Department is providing ownership of the incident process, relative to timeliness and 
follow-up on all outstanding investigations. In addition, the Quality Engineers are able to address 
incidents as they occur, ensuring consistent direction is provided for the subsequent investigation. 
Ownership and accountability with authority to perform this function is duly accorded to this 
department. The company will take disciplinary action up to and including termination for any non
compliance. 

If an investigation exceeds .days, a justifiable reason will be documented in the extension (b)( LI \ 

'equest form and an interim impact report will be generated. The approval or denial by the Quality 
Engineering Manager will be based on the validity of the reason provided. 

We have also observed improvement in the q~ality of the .incident investigations based on the 
---·tralnlng mat was-provlaMll1ternally;-tJy me I _I!~mdtnrougn external seminars. i'''P''J.IiJ'' 

Although we are still in the early stages of implementing the changes, the number of incidents 
generated (i.e. incident rate has decreased based on the corrective actions to date and analysis of 
the trends that developed out of the day to day operation) have decreased significantly. 

We are confident that we have created a process and organizational structure that will ensure that 
this quality system is expected to result in eliminating the discrepancies identified in previous FDA 
inspections. 

)	 Rather than following SOP"I~ which requires the approval of any incident 
report (IR) before the batch can be rel~ased, your QCU: (&,'j(Lj) 

i.	 released_bottles of Methimazole Tablets, USP, 10 mg, lot_which at the 
time had an open investigation for equipment failure, and ,. 

ii.	 released two products, Tramadol HCI tablets (lots~nd'.IUland \ 
Tramadol/Acetaminophen table".t~' which at the time had an open (b)l L{)... 
investigation for a shortage of' .. . ' of Tramadol drug substance (the raw 
material reconciliation limit is"". 
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Your July 10, 2008 response regarding the lack of adequate investigation into instances of 
raw material reconciliation is iiiadequate and inconsis;tent. You state the intent of the 
investigation wall.:' . . . . , You 
.als.o....statecibat. "~.~......Your1irm did 
not follow your written procedure to grant an extension to the investigation. While the 
procedure states that the investigationwiUbe forwarded to your QCU within_days {b'j~ 
unless an extension is granted, your incident report is dated April 1, 2008 ancrtmr . I J 
extension you refer to occurred on July 9,2008. Your firm does not provide adequate 
rationale to justify the decision of your QCU to disregard these procedures to ensure 
discrepancies are thoroughly investigated and investigations are completed before 
product release. 

CARACO RESPONSE E 

These"ncidents, noted above by the FDA investigators, were isolated. One was the result of a 
human error (Methimazole) and the other was based on a review of the analytical results and 
manufacturing records of the Tramadollots. 

Some of the Methimazole product had inadvertently been missed when the product was being 
placed on hold. The lots of Methimazole were placed on hold as required by the QA Supervisor. 

.We have reviewed the Supervisors file and foun,d no such incidents relating to this type of 
(i'\l,,~ission. Caraco has revised SOP~(Attachment 9), to include the requirement 
'-.0J nat any QA Hold issued to a lot that had been previously released to the market, must include the 

Lot wise Item Trace Report for each lot placed on QA Hold. We will also confirm the number of 
units released to assure that the entire packed products are accounted for. The QA Supervisor will 
confirm the lots placed on hold, sign the report and attach it to the QA Hold Tracking Sheet. 

---- :......_------

This change will provide a secondary verification that does not currently exist for this specific and 
rare situation where commercially released lots are placed back into a QA Hold status. A copy of 
this signed Lot wise Item Trace Report will be sent to both the Distribution Department and the 
Sales Department as an additional control. 

For Tramadol we determined that there was a shortage in inventory after the Tramadollots were
 
already released. These lots were already released with no incidents open at the time of release.
 

r _.,~al for these lots. The assay for lot number
 

(~)l'-\) .. .. ' .. .....
 
.' j Saraco has a procedure, SOP _(Attachement 2)~I~!; 
~, which has been revised to include a checklist of requirements which must be signed 
prior to batch release. These requirements include the satisfactory closing of any open incidents. 

In addition to the checklist verification, which requires that all documents necessary to release a 
batch including a copy of closed out incidents/investigations are verified, an electronic system will 
be functional by the end of March 2009. Presently Caraco is in the process of developing and 
'mplementing automated quality systems (Quality Management System- (QMS) within Caraco's 

. .... ---'11/2412:008Page 8. 
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~system) to further ensure that outstanding incidents are addressed in a timely manner and 
that a product is not released with an open investig"a",tio, n, or any othe~~~e,s. This program will 
include core quality systems, such as incidents, corrective actions (~, market complaints, 
change control, and QA Hold (integrated with our .system). Furthermore, the QMS will tie 

__~in",to"--'Cthe QA Iele§§e JIJDctiQD,tbus ensuring moreJborolJghoversightoLcritical quality~spectsat
 
the time of lot release. As discussed above, Caraco has taken several steps to prevent the
 
reoccurrence of this type of incident.
 

We re§lize that it appears that we did not follow our SOP on release on Tramadol with 
Acetaminophen. The shOrtage On TramadOl was discoVered dUring oUr qUarterly inventory 
reconciliation process on April 1, 2008. Tramadol with acetaminophen was awaiting final release. 

" The release decision for this product was basecJ o,n the fact that the assay for this product would 
\ll.\ ) be increased by approximately _ if the _had been added to the product, and it was 

l? J determined that the lot was not affected by our discovery of the API shortage. 

The risk assessment which included a review of our controls at various process steps in 
manufacturing and the testing of the product conveyed there was no impact to the quality of the 
product. The incident was related to the inventory of the API and was not an impact on the product 
that was already released or the Tramadol with Acetaminophen. 

Also we have gone through a rigorous GMP training since this incident. During the training it was 
emphasized to the Quality Control Unit personnel that failing to follow the procedure is not 
acceptable (Attachment 10). 

C)	 Your QCU failed to fully investigate and close incident reports from March 2007,
 
concerllil1l;1 content uniformity failures for Metoprolol Tartrate tablets (lots 11'-.
 

'-I,,,;\ aalnd_listed as rejected), and ,f,r(),Ill,AU,g,,ust 2007.,~onc,'"e,rning dissolution failures,for. 
~arlJamazepinetaDletslJSP-(Jot~ an~s of May 2U08;tne repoitso----

were incomplete with no information for the manufactui-ing investigations. 

CARACO RESPONSE F 

We acknowledge the lack of timeliness in our investigations of these issues. Please refer to 
Caraco Response D for our actions in preventing these types of human errors in the future 

The dispositions of the lots mentioned in the observation were rejected and awaiting destruction 
(Attachment 11 ). 

d)	 Your QCU f~,:ut=tigate IR '-(dated September 12, 2007,) concerning a
 
shortage of • f Citalopram H!3r raw material, lot_ thus failing to
 

0. meet the raw material reconciliation limit _ Your investigation did nofexpand to other 
~J
. '. . '. ". 

ll\ ) p~()g1l7ts dispensed on.t~.e lial1'le day, speculated wi,thout justification that "IRITBlnlllflliJ',,1l ' 
. ." " and concluded that there was no impact on product 

•quality. 

CARACO RESPONSE G 
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___,_~,__m,~_~ ..__~"~••_~.__.",,__ ,,.~ '~ " __~ ~,_",, ,_~,.	 _ _,_~_. ,_~ __~.~ ~. • __ _,,	 ,,_,__ .... ., .. __ ,_, 

in review of this particular incident file, we concur that the depth of analysis of this incident did not 
meet our current investigative standards. The investigator who had drawn this conclusion is no
 

, ~nger with the company. To assure a complete investigation as per our SOP, Caraco initiated an
 
I c),l ~"rdrljtjQnal incident (referenCE.__(Attachment 121J9 repSlat the investigation in a manner 
\~ T consistent with current methodologies, including the proper assessment of potentially impacted 

The upd~ted i.nvestigation conclu~ed. tha~ t~ree POSSibl~J?r.O. gauses exist. The quantityof r0J2g~99IEl~
the missing Cltalopram raw matenal IS within the rang~ of the contamer tare weight 
values seen for this material. The revised root cause analysis thus indicates that it is possible that 
the dispensing operator tared the material container twice during the dispensing operation, which 

, ' ..	 ...:Of Citalopram in ""caused an additional amount of Citalopram to be added to the lot. The qU=
\\}!A the lot was""so the additional amount (equivalent to approximately.~ would represent
 
\" approximately. more active in this lot which would be in the acceptable range for the
 

specification.
 

The second probable cause was the inadvertent use of a different receiving number of the same 
material when dispensed into a batch. This would provide a similar scenario resulting in a 
unaccountable shortage. 

The third probable cause was lack of weight verification when material was received from the 
vendor. The quantity ordered from the vendor and stated on the packaging list is what was 
3ntered into the"'inventory as received. There might have been a difference on what was 

(b~lJ)ceived versus the quantity entered into the inventory system. 

',- ) Corrective actions as stated in the attached IR ".~have been implemented for 
~. all lnemree proba5le scenarios. . 

In order to rule out contamination of other lots with Citalopram, a systematic review of the 
chromatograms for the lots that were dispensed on the two days when this lot of Citalopram was 
dispensed (I.e. tproducts, \ product lots) was performed which demonstrated no extraneous 

(. "I L\'"peaks for any of the lots. Using the current analytical methods forthefqu,L products, the . 
\\0J-' :~~••~d the samples in each system to determine the .. ' ... ">.' • '•.	 •• 

..	 " . ..•... ' Citalopram. This laboratory verification confirmed that Citalopram contamination
 
would have been definitely identified in the chromatography for each lot.
 

We agree that investigation was not extended to the lots dispensed during that period. Please 
note that retraining of concerned personnel and implementation of new incident inve•... II \/')a.t. iO.n 
procedure will assure proper assessment and compliance. As mentioned previously, . .". .... (\;J)( L/ 
software for adjustment of a lot will be implemented to assure that flags are raised immediately 
when the inventory limit is exceeded. Inventory adjustments by QA will not be performed until a 
closed investigation by the Quality Engineering Department have been completed. This process 
will cause to hold any batches that are potentially involved until the investigation is completed. 
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In order to eliminate any possible error on incorning materialweights we h~~e initiated new 
;::>roced~l:E'!s. Receipt of material SOP nIll] II......ltill.I_.-.,

l\'__Attachment 13) has been revi~ed to include weighing for gross weight checking of 
(L ~linCOming active material. In case of any discrepancies, QA will be notified and appropriate actio~ ,y..1t£ wiHbetaken. Lotwillnot-be-sampled-tlfttildiscrepafteiesareresolved,·········...... . ---

Vendor gross weight verification is on ongoing and become permanent receiving process for all 

e) Your QCU failed to fully investigate metaLscr~pingsand foreign matter in cornpre$~ed 

r 6'1.1-'-) Metformin HCI tablets, 1000 mg.' I lLi._.8t!l~dated February 27,2008). As of June 
\:~ ) 11, 2008, there had been no written investigation. 

Your July 10, 2008 response regarding the metal contamination in Metformin HCI tablets, 
states in part :-'Ul ·11I••n.rlllll:.-rr._....

IJ'tLA) Your investigation was not adequate since the scope of the investigation did not evaluate 
, / whether the operator was involved in similar occurrences. 

This is a repeat violation of the 2005, 2006, and March 2008 inspections. 

CARACO RESPONSE H 

This batch of product was not released. 

Ne concur that the investigation should have specifically noted the employee history relative to 
the event that caused this incident. Regarding the scope of the investigation, we have since 
reviewed our investigation records for the past two years 2007 and 2008 to ascertain if the 

_--,oUjp,ne:;wraioLil1llOlYedJnlhLs incident has been involved with similar situation i[1 the past. The record 
indicated that he has not. We have added this requirement as part of parameters to be verified in 
any of our investigations. 

In addition, Caraco's Compression department has instituted a . to provide 
guidance to the Set-Up o~e'ratClrs and verification of proper set-up by the Compression 

\. Supervisor. Form ?1.lli_:===;;~I!aT_'\,,;.p>.) (Attachment 14), as part of SOP~ k:~t<AttaChment15). The 
Y SOP was made effective on November 17,2008. We will monitor and check for effectiveness of 

our actions based on reduction of these types of incidents through our regulatory compliance 
group 

The repeat violation of machine set up has been resolved. We have arranged with all compression 
machine manufacturers to conduct; i11lr-'training. We have also established a group of 
super users for ongoing training internally previously all training was done internally. 

. '11.\\ ~the machine manufacturer for the manual compression machines previously did not00) ,\have US support to train in the US on a routine basis. We have been transitioning to more 
automated machines by~e training has been set up with that firm as we transitioned. 
We had determined outside traihlng was required on a routine basis to continuously improve the 
"kill of our operators. 
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Caraco has implemented a process improvement project relative to the formal set-up process for 
compression machines. Critical set-up parameters, which are deemed product-specific, will be 
added to the " .'. , 'Examples of such parameters include .PI 

\e{LeI.·'''. _ .,. , .seltiftgSc-T-necMangecontrol-has.-beeiT-' 
created for this change and th , evisions are on-going and expected to be completed by the 

The Change Request and_,Clssoc:iClted with thisim8fovement Clre ClttClched to 
this response as Attachments 16 and 17 respectively. An example.M'that has this change 
incorporated into the compression machine set-up section (Page 5 of 39) is included in this 
response as Attachment 18. 

'\ This specific product has been moved from thel~JI to the'~blet press. The~ 
(~~U\ ! press has automated systems in place to alarm and shut down when a tool touches the feed 
. frame during operation. 

WARNING LETTER ITEM 2 

Failure of the QCU to follow written procedures [21 CFR § 211.22(d)]. 

~) ~:o~:~~~~o~~ 
(~~\ Methimazole tablets, 10~TramadolHCI tablets, lots ...'nd'l• ...., 

CARACO RESPONSE A 
----_. .~~. 

These two incidents, noted above by the FDA investigators, were isolated as a result of a human 
error for Methimazole and a risk assessment of the Tramadollots. 

This Warning Letter Item refers to the same incident detailed in Warning Letter Item 1. Please 
refer to Caraco Response E for a detailed response. 

b) Your QCU did not follow SOP$_~"Rev., 0 . Rather than placing a QA Hold 
on several Methimazole lots (e.g," .' . " , . because of an equipment failure 

,\10<" (i.e., air handling unit associated with the .. , ., ailed its HEPA 
jjJ (l recertification), your QCU released the lots without the required QA Hold which is intended 

to quarantine material from further processing or from being released. 

CARACO RESPONSE B 

, ,\ As provided in the revised SOP ~.IIY (Attachment 8), the material which is placed on
ll:J'j.u, )QA hold will be verified by twopersonnel. The individual,who places the lo~/product on QA hold 
. and venfled by the QA Supervisor signature on the ;•••' notification list. At the time of the 

incident (May 16, 2008), these lots and several additional lots potentially impacted (a total of 13 

.-",.- ------"""--.--"-- ------ ------- --- --T1T2472008 
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lots of Methimazole Tablets), had previously been released much earlier than the time of the 
initiation of the incident. 

When the incident was initiated on May 16, 2008, Caraco Quality Assurance personnel were 
.SblflflGS€lQ-t{)-plaC€lallremainijqg-ir:l-\l€lf1toryof1 ... QA.biojd.~As-@xplaiRedin.th€l.response-a1:JGv€l··.· .....·. 
'>J,vuluvlfrom lot~as inadvertently not placed on QA biold by the QA Supervisor due to his 

\1 "As in garaco R.esponse E in Item 1, w.e have revised our investigation and.l~ sgps to
 
~ y-Vt )prevent the reoccurrence of this type of incident
 

\ We also Revised our SO~lAttachment 19) for Work order procedure to assure pertinent 
(t;)M;, personnel are aware through work order form when a breakdown or calibration failure has 

. occurred on biEPA filters. 

In addition Quality Management S~stem software will be in place by December for testing 
purposes and implemented within" months of testing after validation which includes breakdown '.'11 L\'l\;i i~	 maintenance handling and reporting. This system will run parallel to our current automated 
system. 

This system will enhance our compliance by providing the following process flow: 

c) Your QCU did not follow SO	 . .. ." '. .. by 
failing	 to track incident reports to ensure that required actions are completed and 

\i'(Q ,	 implel)1ented as per internal procedures and to grant extensions when investigations ' • 
..... J	 cannofbe completed within_calendar days. 

This is a repeat violation of the 2006 and March 2008 inspections. 

CARACO RESPONSE C 

Caraco has made organizational changes, improved systems and added the appropriate 
resources to the Quality Engineering Department to ensure that incidents are completed as per 
our SOP....Appendix 1) and also those corrective actions are implemented as per the 
investigation commitment. The investigative team of Quality Engineers, appropriately staffed has 
the authority and accountability to follow the procedure as written. 
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---"----- "--"-"- " "---- -- "" "------------"--- ---"-"- 

Please refer to Caraco A Response in Item 1 for further details, 

As stated earlier in this response, we are confident that with our improved systems used currently 
""amJ-tl'le-sysrems-aeiAf'j-aEldeEl,CaracoQualityUnit-aRd-its-QtlalityERgineeriRf'jDepartmeRlwW-bee--
able to maintain compliance through the ownership of the incident and CAPA processes, The 
continued addition of process automation will further enhance the ability to ensure acceptable 
compliance, 

WARNING LETTER ITEM 3 

Failure of the QCU to approve or reject all procedures or specifications impacting the 
safety, identity, strength, quality, and purity ofthe drug product [21 CFR § 211.22(c)]. 

a)	 Your QCU has not established procedures to evaluate changes which may impact the
 
validation status of your manufacturing processes and parameters (e.g. Tramadol
 
granulation, TramadollAcetaminophen tablets).
 

CARACO RESPONSE 

Caraco SO '""' ", ", ,,'""" "'," ' ' ""' and the associated Change Control Form, 
'-{ih, (CCF), For . "," '," rovide a proce'ssof prospectively assessing changes [to many types of 
\J~'i ) documents], including Batch Manufacturing Records (BMRs), 
~. 

For every change made to the Tramadol granulation or Tramadol/Acetaminophen tablets, a 
Change Control Form was submitted and prospectively approved prior to implementation, To 

---improve-upen-this-euffefl"tf'lroeess-we41ave-estaaHsheEl-a--geeemlseH-e-Hrne-lif1e--to-irnplemefl"t aa---
Master Validation Plan, wherein criteria for validation and revalidation will be defined. 

-{i:", prior, to the initiation of any BMR change, CCF .is circulated by the person responsible for \7 f- )BMR changes. All the requirements specified in the change control form are reviewed and 
~, ' approved prior to implementation. 

This is further defined in our validation master plan. The proposed change is described in the 
document (or a more detailed description is attached). Approvers of the change, which includes 
Technical Services, Manufacturing, Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance (at a minimum), 
complete the Approval Analysis portion of the Change Control Form, This section addresses the 
risk/impact pertaining to training, stability, validation and regulatory compliance of each change 
presented. 

The referenced Quality Management System (QMS) provides for the complete, prospective 
evaluation of change requests through out the manufacturing process. The QMS will provide for 
the initiation of the request by the user department; the requirements evaluation from the 
reviewing personnel; their recommendations based upon the prospective impact assessment 
within the change control form; the review and approval by the user department head for the 
9xecution; the verification and review of recommendations by QA; the issuance of a ~ The 

C~}~) 
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entire system is able to be monitored throughout the process until the change is implemented and 
:he change request is closed. As stated earlier in this response, this system will be implemented 
and validated at Caraco by the end of February 2009. 

b) ··¥ourGGU~hasnot-establishedprocedurest'O-aSStlre-thatcomponents.afE!not -... -.--.--- 

contamin~teddurin the dispensing procedure. For example, SOP ....• '. .••.•..• ' ......•..
 

.'..... ". '. .... .' '.' ,.,.' "lilliedoes not include provisionstopreventcontamirlation
 
C~~') from opened component containers.
 

Your July 10,2008 response to the failure of the QCU to follow procedures on preventing 
cross-contamination when multiple materials are in the same room is inadequate. The 

' ~ associated SOPw_Iacks adequate controls to prevent cross-contamination of materials 
(\;;')lI)( 1during the dispensing procedure. 
\,.. 

CARACO RESPONSE 

In addition to the revision to Caraco SOP . . ".," which 
clarified the situations when a Type 2 cleaning was required, Caraco also made a revision to SOP 

.•.'., (s.e.e.At.t.ach.m.e.. nt.20). ' .. ... his rev i.	 .....<:!.••.0.". J.u.n.e 10, 2008, states in sectionT ... s, ion., which was. e,ff.~~t.i.V
f lit) I "". t.hat., .. '.'+..·••· ••......•..,..••• , •....•....•., ' ' ..........•.....".:; ..•..••.. ·." 17_'JlI:1	 LlIIIlIIll8IIII. '.' . . ,. . .. . .., ......' In our view thiS process 

eliminates of any chance of cross contamination from material being dispensed in the dispensing 
rooms. We agree that the response to observation 5d of the July 10, 2008 FDA-483 did not 
;ompletely address the observation and convey all of the improvements to the dispensing process 
that were made or were in process. 

___T.uhe folLowio£) immediate actions have baeD-taJ<en to further avoid cross cootamio.a1ion.ao"d _ 
operator error in the dispensing department. The bar code identification number has been added 
to our quarantine label which is scanned one product at a time in our dispensing department. Bar 
code readers have been put in place to confirm that we are using the correct material. Only one 
product at a time is allowed in the dispensing room. Process flow in dispensing areas has been 
redefined to have rooms dedicated for excipients and active material dispensing. 

The Dispensing SOP defines the sequence of dispensing (most lightweight material is dispensed 
last). After completion of dispensing of excipients a dry cleaning is performed and after active 
material dispensing wet cleaning and sanitation is done. Active material is dispensed in active 
material dispensing areas one material at a time for multiple batches followed by complete wet 
clean up and line clearance prior to dispensing other active materials. All above initiatives will help 
in preventing cross contamination 

As described in the. i.letters to the FDA submitted on August 8, August 22 and September 
19, 2008, Caraco has implemented a bar code scanning verification system in the Dispensing 
Department. This system requires the bar code scanning of each raw material container prior to 
the dispensing process in order to verify that the correct material is being brought into the 
dispensing suite. The scanned material labels are compared to the bill of material requirements 
for a specific lot being dispensed. Pertinent personnel have been trained on the system and it has 
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been used in practice since September 22,2008. The attached SOP.~lso includes the 
Jperating procedure for the bar code verification process. Additionally we are integrating the'\1l J)weighing scales into our"whereas the system will stop the dispensing process if the weight 

CVy for the particular product is not correct 

As a holistic approach we are expanding the use of bar code readers through out the organization. 
Caraco plans to expand the use ofthe bar code scanning technology for confirmation of materials 
throughout the manufacturing process as an additional improvement. At each stage of the 
manufacturing process, labels for intermediate cgntainers are printed from Caraco's E:RP program 
with bar codes on them. The labels can be scanned and verified at the beginning of each 
subsequent operation to confirm that the correct material is present. This system is currently 
completing the design, development and evaluation phase this quarter and will be implemented 
and validated by the end of March 2009. 

Finally, Caraco is developing RFID capabilities to be used in the overall operation. We are 
currently involved in mapping out where the RFID technology is most applicable within our internal 
supply chain. This is a natural progression that the industry is working towards as part of product 
pedigree traceability in the distribution supply chain. We believe that it will offer a myriad of 
solutions within our overall operation. A project tirneline will be developed once this initial 
evaluation is complete this quarter. 

WARNING LETTER ITEM 4 

"ailure to maintain component records that include reconciliation of the use of each 
component with sufficient information to allow determination of any batch or lot of drug 
product associated with the use of each component [21 CFR § 211.184(c)]. For example, 

-~~_._--------~-

a) Material inventories are adjusted to achieve a zero balance without determining the source 
. . ~r final dispositi0':l0f t.he extr~.m.~t..eri.al (e.g. Metformin HCI, lot, ". ItT ~1'l1IlaJ'
'?'jJ\	 Jramadol HCI, IoU rr,-, 

b)	 Upon receipt from your component suppliers, starting quantities of raw materials are not 
verified, resulting in unreliable and inaccurate inventory controls. 

CARACO RESPONSE 

Response number 6A in the July 10, 2008 FDA-483 response letter indicates that Caraco has 
made several changes to the processes associated with the ordering, receipt, issuance and ERP 
adjustment of raw materials; as well as to the manner that material discrepancies are addressed. 

For ease of review we have attached version.~Attachment 21) 
Additional improvements to the process have been made in the subsequent weeks following the 

>L.'-\\ response. In summary, the changes are as follows: 

C/j	 We have sUbsequently updated SOP tJIllIoriginally sent to you on June 10, 2008 'l~ 
iwr", I iWl'.IJ_IOtIl:Z to include the following changes pertinent to this subject: 
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a.	 The gross weight of incoming API's is now verified upon receipt of the material into the 
facility and prior to being received into Caraco's. system. 

Following-the dispensing-process, the-materials are reconciled anddedtJcted from *' 
inventory prior to issuing the dispensed material to manufacturing. Thus, discrepancies are 
identified before the material leaves the area. 

c.	 The acceptable variance specifications for API's and excipients were tightened to ensure 
that proper investigations are initiated in situations where inventory reconciliation limits are 
exceeded. 

d. Any adjustments that are required to inventory levels of raw materials must be supported 
by a copy of the approved investigation by Quality Assurance (QCU). In Caraco's. 
system, only the QCU has the ability to approve these adjustments. This final verification 
will ensure that incidents are generated for all variances that exceed the specifications 
within the SOP. 

We had started weighing all active materials on April 7, 2008 as part of our investigation of cross·
 
I l~ contamination. We have updated our SOP.thatany variance outside of our specifications
 

y')\.;.\ )would be confirmed by Quality Assurance and incident created by Quality Engineering and an 
investigation would be completed to determine source or final disposition of any variance before 
the dispensing process can proceed. 

, 
Our inventory control system is being implemented through the use of Caraco's" system to 

.\ automatically compare material variances to our internal variance specifications. If the 
'7iL"'L-specificatiOnJS-br-eacbed,_thenJrraM-s¥stem_WjJLPrillLide_a_ootification and will not J:).eI[TIit any'-- _ 
, adjustment within the system without QA approval. Furthermore, this process will be tied to 

Caraco's Quality Management System (QMS), and an incident will be automatically generated for 
this event. This process is currently under evaluation and will be implemented by end of February 
2009. 

Based on the corrective actions implemented so far and other that are being implemented will 
provide Caraco us the quality system and procedures that will prevent the reoccurrence of 
incomplete investigations when reconciliation limits are exceeded 

WARNING LETTER ITEM 5 

Failure of the appropriate organizational unit and the QCU to review and approve any 
changes to established written procedures [21 CFR § 211.100(a)]. 

a)	 Your manufacturing process has not been validated for repeated changes to the drying
 
time parameter of the oven dryers in the Tramadol granulation. The changes were
 
implemented in an attempt to ensure granulation is not too dry without establishing a
 
minimum specification and without an assessment on product quality.
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Your July 10, 2008 response regarding th~ failur~t9 establish ilcceptablerllnge forth: LOD
 
(loss on dryin~) .stat~s ill part that '~I.ln"-'f:iI;
 " .11 In.1 ..... However, your response does not address statements made by
 

)1:~) the Vice President of Manufacturing and the Director of Quality regarding concerns of 
.~granulationbecoming-toodrywhich-prompted···thechange-indrying··times-to-obtain 

acceptable product. Please clarify the conditions and specifications which may produce a 
granl..llationtoo dry ,for compression With supporting documentation and your firm's plan to 
prevent this from recurring. 

CARACO RESPONSE 

Caraco's Change control system is described in our response to Item 3. 

Acceptable tablets have been manufactured at the lower moisture levels; however, undue stress 
was placed on the compression machines to achieve target hardness values when lots below.... ~ 
were compressed (b) t '~ 

Caraco's R&D and Manufacturing Departments reviewed historical production data relative to the 
moisture content of the granulation, and compared it to the finished batch testing data, In all 
cases, the lots met the QC release specifications. 

This review supports the LaD specification of NMT. since the range of moisture content 
among the lots reviewed was " LOD. When comparing this same data to incident 
.rends for t~.,r.oduct, it becomes evident that processing issues arise for lots dried to a moisture 
level belo~ LaD. For these lots, incidents were generated due to breakage of a punch tip 
during the compression process. 

--- -~-._._

As a proactive approach Caraco R&D will perform an assessment of all commercial products
 
where the LOD specification indicates a "IOIf PlUIIIl.lvalue. For these products and
 

;jl~ strengths, R&D will evaluate at least .Iots to determine a minimum moisture value. The BMR's
 
Q	 for these products are being updated with revised LOD specifications and targets. The BMR 

changes will be completed by January 1, 2009. We will perform process validation, where 
required. 
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The changes will not be implemented until a change control has been approved by the Validation 
!\dvisory Board who is also tasked with reviewing the data in support of the change, as defined in 
our validation master plan. 

fnTeference-to-thecomment-made-paragraph"30fWarnlng-c8tterItem"'5regardin\:j-granulation 
becoming too dry, the Vice President of Manufacturing acknowledged making this comment. 
However there might have been some misunderstanding, his comment is in relation to the loss of 
efficiency due to the stress the very dry granulation asserts on the compression punches and not 
on product quality. 

(h'Jl/.1\ 
b)	 For TramadollAcetaminophen tablets, lot~nine process change requests were
 

implemented without evaluating the impact of the changes to product quality.
 

CARACO RESPONSE 

For the subject lot, upon the revie\iV ofthe executed Batch Manufacturing Record (BMR) for 
Tramadol HCI Tablets, 50mg, lot~.." ., "ttl-here were only two change requests that were issued to 
this specific batch. (bY~f) 

The first change request, request CR _, issued on December 5, 2006 to all product BMRs, 
'.J L\\ includes a statement indicating that all gran u,..Iation solutions must be used within" hours and all 

l\J)- 'lcoating suspensions must be used within.ours based upon the validation results for these 
components. This change has since been made to the Master BMR for this product. 

The sec~md change request for this lot, and "additional lots manufactured sequentially during 
","1 i-\j~hiS timeframe (Iot~hrougli HI.was a tempo.r,ary change (approved on February 20, 
"iLl~ O.oa)_adjusting-.tbe-.lniliaLdrying~tlme fro~. hours..tD.-\\ hQurs, with subseQJ.tent\hour drylogl--__~ 

intervals until the required LOD results are obtained. 

This change request was -reviewed by two Manufacturing Managers, the Manager of Technical 
Services, the Associate Director of Regulatory Affairs and the Quality Director prior to initiating the 
change. This temporary change was deemed to have no impact on Quality since it entailed the 
testing of the granulation moisture at earlier intervals, thus avoiding additional drying time if the 
LOD endpoint is already reached. The results of this change indicated that the product achieved 
optimum compression results; therefore the BMR was changed permanently to include this 

L0lL\)process instruction change via Change Request CR _,!issued on May 1 and closed on Mayt. 19,2008. 

There were no other changes made to the Batch Manufacturing Record for b14'JTramadol/Acetaminophen Tablets, lot~ 

To further enhance our Change Control System, a Validation Advisory Board has been 
established. Starting immediately changes will not be implemented until a change control has 
been approved by Validation Advisory Board who are also tasked with reviewing the data in 
support of the change. To improve upon this current process we have initiated a Validation Master 
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Plan (Attachment 22) wherein it defines the criteria for validation and revalidation following 
~hanges. This plan will be implemented by December 15, 2008 

WARNING LETTER ITEM 6 

Failure to establish valid in-process specifications derived from previous acceptable 
process average and process variability estimates where possible [21 CFR § 211.110(b)]. 
Your firm does not have information to support in-process hardness specifications for 
Mirtazapine tablets, USP, 15mg. 

CARACO RESPONSE 

Since 2006, Caraco Research & Development has implemented more strict evaluation 
methodologies for physical specifications such as tablet hardness. These studies include 
evaluations of extreme hardness ranges and their effect on tablet friability and dissolution values 
early in the product development process prior to production of the exhibit lot. As an additional 
verification, R&D, Manufacturing and Quality reviewed the process validation reports for all 
Caraco products that were validated prior to 2006 to ensure that a similar situation as this has not 
occurred for any other product. Revisions were made to all impacted product BMRs, 

Asa comprehensive appro~ch lIVe ar~e?$tending our review to all other critical in-process data 
(Pima Iii IItJII I11I1tI_foreach Caraco product to assure that these 
specification limits have development or validation data that supports the specification limits. 
.\nomalies, if any, will be addressed as a result. This evaluation will be completed by the end of 
November 2008. All recommended changes to specification values completed within the Batch 
Manufacturing Records for the affected products by the end of December 2008. All changes will 

__-,g.QJbmughjb~~hangecontrol process ,md s~ubmitted to the Validation Adviso~B.o~arcLfQr revie"'w"'-- _ 
and approval prior to implementation. 

WARNING LETTER ITEM 7 

Failure to maintain equipment at appropriate intervals to prevent malfunctions or 
contamination that would alter the safety, identity, strength, quality and purity of the drug 
product beyond the official or other established requirements [21 CFR § 211.67(a)]. Your 
firm did not perform any maintenance on the air supply unit (including the HEPA filter) 
associated with the FBD equipment ('n I IIII1Iii), prior to its use n manufacturing . . 

operations. After use in production, the HEPA filter housed inside the unit failed the
 
maintenance recertification. O;~4)
 

This is a repeat observation to the 2005 inspection. 

CARACO RESPONSE 

As stated in the response to observation 8A in the July 10, 2008 response letter to the FDA-483, 
the certification of the HEPA filter on the fluid bed dryer was not put into Caraco's 
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calibration/certification program at the time that the equipment qualification was completed in April 
26, 2005 due to an oversight by the Engineer who initially qualified the equipment. 

The equipment qualification process SOP was revised at the time of the observation to include the
 
____ gconj:lJm' verifi cation of cal ibraIE'l<:J<:IO<:JC::E'lrtiJil:!diO$tfUmE'lOt$ aq.<:J.....c::.~m pQn!ints.priQr~~. c~lIlp1e.1iQnL---

f}i)<:Inf"'_~~:~~~=~:~~~~~C~~~~~hi;~~~i~i~~i~:req~'~~:=ltt~!t~~~rl 
Caraco performed an audit of every piece of cGMP equipment within the facility, including 
manufacturing and laboratory eqoipment, and ensUred that each item has been placed in Carac6's 
calibration/certification program. In addition we have incorporated all calibration schedule into our 
current automated preventative maintenance system to enhance compliance. 

Further action is being taken to enhance compliance of our internal procedure and as a corrective 
action; Caraco plans to integrate the calibration and preventative maintenance systems (i.e. 

'~U-'l\Maintenance Module) into our current.program, thus automating the calibration initiation 
"t:.J J .' Jprocess and the notification process for calibrations, re-certifications, and preventative 

maintenance activities. 

An inCident ~) was generated at the time of the FbA observation on May 16, 2008. 
. Discussion of this incident in the sections above indicated that the investigation congluded that 

~ l~\.ther.e.. w.. a.s no impact on product quality for this marginal HEPA filter failure (i.e. ~ 
. . t )~efficiency rating). 

Recently, the Technical Manager, who is responsible for maintaining Caraco's 
calibration/certification program, has moved from the Quality Department into the Facilities 
Department. This change properly aligns the calibration program to the preventative maintenance 
program wltnm-tne company: Attacnmenr2'1 . --~~_. 

Warning Letter Comments 

Your July 10,2008 response to observation 7 of the FDA-483, regarding the failure to 
maintain complete batch records by excluding product discrepancies found during the 
inspection, is inadequate. Rather than allowing your operators to continue the in-process 
inspections of tablets (which appeared to be effectively detecting product defects), your 
response indicates that QCU will no longer allow the operators to perform these 
inspections in an effort to eliminate redundancies (inspections are performed by the QCU) 
and inspection discrepancies concerning the inadequate documentation of batch records. 
Please provide information to demonstrate that the inspection performed by your QCU are 
producing the same or better results than the ones performed by the manufacturing 
operators. You should not eliminate a process that improves quality of your products 
without sound justification. 

CARACO RESPONSE 
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We agree that no inspections should be arbitrarily eliminated. No changes will be made unless 
there is complete documentation to support any change. Historical data will be reviewed prior to 
any change request is granted. 

The.inspe.ctions ..referenc.edinObservation-Zoftbe.J.uly ..1.0,2008responselettertothe-i=-DA483----. 
were implemented in March 2008 following the initiation of the Metformin HCI Tablets, 1000mg 
product recall for thin tablets, This short-term corrective action was implemented specifically for 
this product as a measure to ensure that the corrective actions made in the compression process 
were effective at eliminating the possibility of thin or thick tablets. We have not discouraged the 
operators from reporting any defects that are noted. All observations will continue to be reported 
and classified. 

The compressions operators have always and currently perform an in process check every thirty 
minutes. 

There is always a visual check performed by the coating and compression operators. 

The in process check was changed specifically for Metformin. The failure or any observations are 
recorded in the batch record only identify if there is an observation or failure. 

Our revised SOP provides that regardless of whether there is an observation or not, that it will be 
noted in the BMR as a pass or fail and if fail it will be noted what type of observation or defect was 
noted Attachment 25). 

You state in your July 10, 2008 response that your firm continues to undergo annual 
external audits with the most recent audit conducted August 2007. Our last inspection 
conducted in June 2008 and your firm's compliance history raise concerns about the 

---e""ffectiveness of the audits. Most of the corrections to the inspectional obser'JatioCCnccsccw------e---re---
initiated after the FDA investigators discovered the failures in your CGMP systems. Please 
comment on how future audits will ensure that the Quality Management System will 
identify and correct deficiencies and prevent recurrences. 

CARACO RESPONSE 

We are in the process of further expanding the scope of our in house quality regulatory
 
compliance group that will oversee the quality system and audit all quality systems.
 

This regulatory compliance group will manage and review all corrective actions that are in place 
based on previous inspections and audits. In addition, this group will be conducting periodic GMP 
audits and allows us to monitor our own quality system for cGMP compliance. 

Relative to external audits of Caraco's quality systems conducted by outside consulting firms, for 
the near term Caraco will continue such audits on a routine basis; with a general GMP (I.e. quality 
system) audit, a laboratory audit, and a facility/process audit performed at least once each year. It 
is also our strategy to change the auditor and/or the consulting company used in order to avoid 
complacency and familiarity to the processes being audited. 
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In conclusion Caraco is properly staffed with people that have the appropriate level of training and 
skills to address compliance improvements identified through internal/external audits, incident 
trends, product complaint trends, corrective and preventative actions, historic FDA observations 

...__91110I1g. Web§ye taken§holistic viEl.\lliin ourc()rrElctive ac;ti()ns and.h.~.\JElnot limited our 
improvements to'those noted by -FDA~ ,--- - ----- ...---- -.---- -,,--.-.- ---

Quality Review Board meetings held_that includes executive management will track the 7<){0e~ectiveness of our ~uality units pe~or~ance by revle:lng a culmination of audits performed in . t , 

the last_weeks by the quality assurance auditors and will review Regulatory compliance 
reporting that manages the effectiveness of our audits of the quality system. We will continue to 
improve upon the culture of compliance by having additional training that supports our efforts 
along these lines. 
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